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Abstract

This paper presents the architecture of the RAGE repository, a unique and dedicated
infrastructure that provides access to a wide variety of advanced technology
components for applied game development. The RAGE project, which is the principal
Horizon2020 research and innovation project in applied gaming, will develop
software components (RAGE software assets) that are reusable across a variety of
game engines, game platforms and programming languages. The RAGE repository
provides storage space for these assets and associated artefacts and is designed as
an asset life-cycle management system for defining, publishing, updating, searching
and packaging for distribution of the assets. The repository will be embedded in a
social platform for asset developers and other stakeholders. A dedicated Asset
Repository Manager provides the main functionality of the repository and its
integration with other systems. Additional Tools supporting the Asset Manager are
also presented and discussed. When the RAGE repository is fully operational, applied
game developers will be able to enhance the quality of their games through the
application of selected advanced game software assets. By making available the
RAGE repository system and software assets the RAGE project’s aim is to stimulate
the development and uptake of the Applied Games Industry IN Europe.
Keywords: software assets, serious games, asset repository, taxonomy tools, metadata
editor, reuse.

1. Introduction
Applied gaming is highlighted as one of the main priorities in Horizon2020, the Research and
Innovation Programme of the European Commission. Policy makers of the European Commission
envision a flourishing applied games industry that helps to address a variety of societal challenges
in education, health, social cohesion and citizenship, and equally one that stimulates the creation of
jobs in the creative industry sector.
Although applied or serious games have been successfully employed in education and training
settings across a wide and varied range of application domains, seizing the full potential of applied
games has been challenging. In contrast, the leisure games industry is an established industry
dominated by large international hardware vendors (e.g. Sony, Microsoft and Nintendo) and large
publishers and retailers. Conversely, the applied game industry is fragmented across a plethora of
small independent businesses with limited interconnectedness and knowledge exchange [1-2].
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The RAGE project [3] aims to stimulate the applied game industry by making available a set of
advanced reusable game technology components (software assets) that game studios can easily
integrate in their game development projects. Applied game studios would benefit from using stateof-the-art technologies, while incorporating complex pedagogic technical functionality would
become easier and quicker, and the cost of development would be reduced. The software assets
cover a variety of functionalities including game analytics, emotion recognition, assessment,
personalised learning, game balancing and player-centric adaptation, procedural animation,
language technologies, interactive storytelling, and social gamification.
While the main research goal of the RAGE project is to support the applied game industry
through making available a large set of reusable, advanced software components (applied gaming
assets), this paper focuses on the design of the repository infrastructure that is required to support
the processes of development, reuse and sharing of applied gaming assets. This paper presents the
asset repository architecture and the associated asset development methodology. We first present
the related work efforts, discuss our approach (research method), describe the software asset
concept, provide details of the design and implementation of the back-end repository system
architecture and corresponding front-end tools, and we conclude with a brief description of our
initial experiments with the infrastructure, analysis and identification of further development and
research efforts.

2. Related work
Asset-based software development relies on reusing well documented and cohesive software
artefacts and, therefore, it is inconceivable without a platform for storing and accessing assets. An
asset repository as a software tool is defined by Ackerman and colleagues [4] for storing and
retrieving reusable assets and managing asset access control for asset producers and consumers,
according to the phases of the asset life cycle. They introduce the IBM Rational Asset Manager
(RAS) repository, which handles tasks and activities of software asset producer, consumer and
subscriber roles, while offering reduced production costs and improved software quality. In order to
facilitate cross-project reuse of assets, the RAS model provides monitoring of asset categorization
and usage together with multi-platform compliance management. RAS is currently a standard
supported by Open Management Group (OMG).
Another example for a RAS-based asset repository is the Atego Asset Library [5], which is a
scalable Web-based repository for reusable software engineering artefacts. It is based on OMG RAS
and integrates Unified Modelling Language (UML) and Systems Modelling Language (SysML) in
order to facilitate asset reuse at design time. Currently, the tool is supported as PTC Integrity Asset
Library1 and, besides the publishing, finding and reuse of assets, provides services as interest registry
and notification, automatic file interrogation, traceable links and reuse metric dashboard.
Extensions of the OMG RAS have been proposed for designing open source Web-based asset
repositories providing advanced classification, search and utilization of reusable software assets of
various types. The OpenCom asset repository was created as a supporting tool of Shanghai
Component Library [6] based on an extension of OMG RAS profile aiming at collaborative creation
of knowledge by web users. The Lavoi free source asset repository [7] was developed based on an
extension of the component profile of OMG RAS broadening the categories about classification,
solution, usage and related assets.
In the games domain various existing platforms are promoting reusability in both serious games
and leisure games. The Unity Asset Store (https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/) is an example of a
successful online market place for game objects. Most of the objects are media objects (e.g. terrains,
audio, buildings, weapons), but an increasing number of software modules (e.g. analytics, cloud
backend, game AI) are becoming available. Unfortunately, most of the software objects can only be
reused in the Unity game engine. Various other online platforms offer reusable game objects, for
instance the Guru asset store (https://en.tgcstore.net/), Game Salads (http://gshelper.com/),

1

http://www.ptc.com/model-based-systems-engineering/integrity-modeler/asset-library
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GameDev
Market
(https://www.gamedevmarket.net/),
Unreal
Marketplace
(https://www.unrealengine.com/marketplace), and Construct 2 (https://www.scirra.com/store), but
similarly their main focus is on user-interface objects and templates, while scarce software
components will only run on one preferred game engine. The Intel® XDK HTML5 Cross-platform
Development Tool [8] offers an asset manager for game development in conjunction with several
game platforms, be it that its focus is not on software assets, but on media assets, that is, audiovisual game objects to be included in a project. In RAGE the focus is on software assets, reusable
components adding specific (pedagogic) functionality for applied game development.
A similar attempt related to using a digital repository of metadata resources for education,
combined with a portal for the respective community of practices build around the repository, is
described in [9]. Other approaches to endowing digital libraries with adaptability capabilities in
order to scaffold and enhance end user experience are presented in [10]. Similar attempts inside the
GALA Network of Excellence are the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) framework for applied
games [11] and the repository for exchange of game resources [12].
Although RAS is a complete architecture, it was not immediately applicable to the RAGE
project. The main distinctions being: (1) RAS is too general and some of its elements were not
suitable for RAGE assets, additionally, RAGE required data which were not present in RAS; (2)
RAGE used a different interpretation of some terms, and this might lead to confusion if other
standards were being adopted as-they-are. For example, within RAGE, the asset is strictly a software
asset with some predefined structure, while in other models assets could be an image or a voice
recording.
The RAGE project, however, is unique at proposing a specific software architecture. The idea
about the use of the metadata schema as an input for generating the metadata editor, the configuration
editor and the validator, is unique [16]. Additionally the metadata schema is used in order to index
all asset metadata inside the repository. This means that changing the metadata schema will not
affect any one of the software programs that constitute the repository, only their interface part
defined by the schema.
The RAGE component-based software architecture preserves the portability of assets and that
supports data interoperability between the assets [13]. The concept underpinning interoperable
software components as reusable game elements with specific objective and functionality is also
unique. The approach captures more detail than RAS architecture and is more focused and related to
the domain of applied games. This results in a unique architecture, more detailed, but conversely
simpler and easier to be deploy in comparison to RAS architecture. This results in a more efficient
and user friendly architecture.
Moreover, it transcends the SOA framework by allowing client-side assets that are directly
integrated in the game engine’ Thereby manifest limitations of SOA can be bypassed, such as the
requirement of constant online connectivity, diminished flexibility such as customisation and
configuration of services by service consumers, reduced system performance due to additional
overheads associated with SOA and network calls. In contrast with software components that are
available for proprietary game engines, RAGE-compliant components are interoperable and
designed for porting to multiple game engines and platforms. The usage of the Asset manager in run
time is also unique and provides more flexibility and efficiency for implementing reusable game
assets in real game settings.

3. RAGE Software Assets
A RAGE asset includes a self-contained software component related to computer games, intended
to be reused and or repurposed across different game platforms. Its formal definition is compliant
with the asset definition of the W3C ADMS Working Group [14], which refers to abstract entities
that reflect some “intellectual content independent of their physical embodiments”. In principle, not
all assets are required to include software, however this paper focusses on software assets. In addition
to the software component, the RAGE asset includes value-adding services and attributes that
facilitate their use, e.g. instructions, tutorials, examples and best practices, empirical research papers
that validate their usage, instructional design guidelines, connectors to major game development
platforms, test plans, test scripts, design documents, data capacity, and content authoring
tools/widgets for game content creation.
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Figure 1. Conceptual layout of a RAGE Asset

Figure 1 presents the general layout of a RAGE asset. It includes a software component that
should comply with the RAGE component architecture, already described and validated in [15]. The
RAGE architecture addresses both the internal workings of an asset and the level of interaction of
assets with the outside world, including the mutual communications between assets.
For preserving the portability requirements the RAGE architecture avoids dependencies on
external software frameworks and minimises code that may hinder integration with game engines.
It relies on a limited set of standard software patterns and well-established coding practices. These
include the “Publish/Subscribe” pattern, the “Singleton” pattern, the “Bridge” pattern, asset method
calls and web services. Nevertheless, portability across different programming languages is
sometimes affected by the different natures and execution modes of the supported languages, for
instance interpreted languages such as JavaScript versus compiled languages as C++, C# and Java.
Multi-threading versus single threading could hamper code portability. Still, the RAGE architecture
was successfully validated for the languages mentioned above, be it that some minor syntax issues
should be considered (e.g. the use of directory separators “/” versus “\” in Windows and Linux OS,
respectively) and some IDE version issues (e.g. Visual Studio). A list of compatibility issues and
their solutions have been reported in [13].
In addition, each RAGE asset contains metadata, which describe its content and functionality
in a machine-readable format. This metadata is essential for being able to classify, store, organise,
modify and search and retrieve assets from the repository. The metadata includes information that
is critical for running the asset software in an operational environment, e.g. on a game platform. This
relates to version information and information about dependencies on other software assets.
Furthermore, the metadata provides information about intellectual property rights and the asset’s
potential usage within three distinct dimensions – technological, applied gaming and pedagogical.
The RAGE metadata model is designed for defining the asset’s metadata in all three dimensions,
and to enable the proper implementation of the RAGE Asset repository system architecture [16].

4. Our approach
The research methodology for this study is based on the Rapid Application Development model [17].
We performed an extensive needs assessment study (partially described in [18]), including asset
developers, educators and game producers. We have identified the services to be supported through
the repository and other related tools and, in parallel, designed the RAGE metadata model to fit the
specified domain of reusable gaming components (RAGE software assets). It was clear that we could
not reuse any existing solution, but needed to design and implement our own software repository,
targeting the identified needs and characteristics of the applied game domain.
We then provided the initial design of the RAGE asset which consisted of a software component
additional artefacts, and the architecture of the RAGE software repository. The designs were aimed
at supporting the development, storage, sharing and reuse of assets. At a later stage we provided
details of the technical implementation of the software repository. We performed several iterations
between these two stages until a stable and near complete solution was achieved. In the final stage
we analysed the first use case scenarios of the repository through several client tools, arranged first
evaluations of the repository, and collected ideas for its improvement in the next cycle.
The results of each stage of development are herein presented.
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5. The Asset repository system architecture
Metadata is a key part of the information infrastructure necessary to help create order and provide a
solid foundation for a number of information services such as descriptions, classifications,
organizations, store, search, creation, modification and aggregation of information [19]. Rather than
merely a software archive, the asset repository should be viewed as a system for managing the
lifecycle of an asset. In the repository the asset’s artefacts are collected and conceptually tied together
by defining the metadata and the reference to underlying artefacts. In addition, the repository
provides for the publication, updating, packaging for distribution and quality assurance, while
accommodating different end-user tools.
Thereby the RAGE asset software repository is at the core of the asset development
infrastructure. It is used to store and manage access to: (1) reusable game assets, (2) artefacts
(resources within game assets), (3) metadata for game assets and artefacts, and (4) relationships
between assets – dependencies, related assets, etc.
The Asset software repository leverages the discovery, development reuse and repurpose of
game assets and artefacts. Facilitating game asset developers and consumers in all activities relating
to the game asset lifecycle.
The main functions of the RAGE Asset software repository are as follows:
 Searching, finding and browsing software assets/artefacts
 Creating, updating, publishing, deleting and downloading assets/artefacts
 Versioning support, source code import from GitHub and integration with IDEs
 Harvesting of external repositories for game assets and metadata using the Open Archives
Initiative - Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH)
 Reviewing and rating assets/artefacts
To implement these functions, we designed the asset repository infrastructure in three tiers:
client, service and data store tiers, which is visualised in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Asset Repository Architecture

6. Implementation of the asset repository system architecture
The next stage is the implementation of the Asset repository. Fedora [20] is used for storing assets,
metadata and artefacts; Sesame [21] for managing RDF data and supporting classification and
entities; and Solr [22] for indexing and searching the repository. The data store tier consists of these
three components and is used to store game assets, artefacts, metadata, taxonomies and indexes:
 Fedora stores the game assets, artefacts and metadata using RDF as primary data format. When
the repository is updated by creating, modifying or deleting resources, it generates specific
events so that the Fedora indexer copies RDF from the repository to an external triple store to
keep it synchronized with the repository. Fedora is flexible, well established and it ensures
scalability and durability (the complete repository can be rebuilt at any time).
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 Sesame is an architecture for the efficient storage and expressive querying of large quantities
of metadata in RDF and RDF Schema. This includes creating, parsing, storing, inferencing and
querying over such data. Sesame RDF triple store contains metadata from Fedora and
classification taxonomies/vocabularies.
 Solr is an open source platform optimized for searching. Its major features are full-text search,
sophisticated faceted search, almost real-time indexing, dynamic clustering of data, etc. It is
used for creating full text indexes on the RAGE metadata fields, as well as for realizing full
text search and faceted search.
The service tier is used for access and preservation of the assets and artefacts. For the
implementation of this tier, we developed the following services that provide access to the
underlying data store tier:
 Fedora Services. Fedora provides a general RESTful HTTP API for accessing repository
resources through HTTP methods. It supports OAI-PMH [23] requests on content and metadata
in the repository.
 Sesame Services. Sesame offers a RESTful HTTP interface supporting the SPARQL Protocol
for RDF. It is a superset of the SPARQL and supports communication for Update operations
and the Graph Store HTTP Protocol [24].
 Solr Services. Apache Solr exposes Lucene’s Java API as REST-like API’s which can be
called over HTTP. The RESTful endpoints allow CRUD style operations to be performed on
the repository resources.
In addition, for the service tier to provide access to the client tier, we developed Asset Services
(see Figure 3) for composition and execution of workflows over RAGE Game Assets.
The client tier includes web-based applications, plug-ins for integrated development
environments, and software components from the RAGE ecosystem that uses the services supported
by Asset Repository Infrastructure. It includes:
 The Asset Repository Manager – we developed a web-based application embodying main
functionalities for lifecycle management of assets and artefacts.
 IDE plug-ins – we developed rich clients consuming services from the Asset Repository
service tier, which thus allows developers to manage assets from within their integrated
development environment (IDE).
 Other software components from the RAGE ecosystem, such as the Ecosystem Portal (EP),
which harvests assets and metadata through an OAI-PMH service provider from Asset
Repository Service tier. While the repository system reflects and supports the asset creation
process undertaken by IT developers, the EP is the publication platform and social
communication platform targeting applied game developers.

Figure 3. Asset Repository Architecture – Implementation
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The Asset Repository services that we developed, constitute an open interface for creating,
modifying, deleting, and searching RAGE assets. They are realised on top of REST APIs, JSON,
JSON-LD [25], RDF and other widespread de facto standards. Based on the functionality exposed
by these services, they can be grouped as:


Asset Access Services defining an open interface for accessing assets within the RAGE Asset
Repository allow for retrieving asset packages and metadata, and searching and browsing for
assets using keywords and metadata fields. The search interface provides both full-text search
and semantic search. Full-text search enables performing of natural language queries using
keywords and phrases occurring in any of indexed asset’s metadata elements. The semantic
search is using SPARQL for querying on asset metadata and Simple Knowledge Organization
System (SKOS) taxonomies data represented as RDF triples.
 Asset Management Services defining an open interface for administering assets, including
creating, modifying, and deleting, provide an abstract level of the operations, thus hiding the
complexities of the internal formats, protocols and procedures for storing an asset in the Asset
Repository.
 Taxonomy Services defining an open interface for managing classification taxonomies and
controlled vocabularies used in RAGE Asset Metadata Model [16] to classify and describe an
asset in educational and gaming contexts. For representation and storing Asset Repository
adopts SKOS standard [26].
 Authentication and Authorization Services provide access for organisational needs. These
services are implemented on top of Fedora Authentication and Authorization framework [20].

7. Usage scenarios
To observe how the asset repository together with related client tools can support the asset developers
and other users, and how effective and useful the services are, which it is offering, we designed
various usage scenarios. Asset developers and game developers were involved in evaluating the
functioning and usability of the repository.
In this section we present the scenarios.
To populate the repository with metadata we used four usage scenarios. The first scenario is
publishing/updating a game asset through the web-based interface offered by the Asset Manager.
The asset developer signs in, creates/selects an asset, enters/updates metadata and uploads artefacts
or a packaged asset (see Figure 4).
The second scenario is publishing/updating a game asset from GitHub. The asset developer again
should sign in the Asset Manager, creates/selects an asset, provides the GitHub repository identifier
and credentials (if required). The files (artefacts) and metadata from GitHub are automatically
harvested and published in the RAGE Asset Repository (using the GitHub API [27]). The user should
also supply the rest of the required metadata.

Figure 4. Using the RAGE Asset and Artefact managers, the RAGE Metadata editor and the RAGE Taxonomy
selector to populate the repository
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In the third scenario, we tested publishing/updating a game asset from an IDE. For this scenario
we developed an Eclipse IDE plug-in. The asset developer opens the asset project in the Eclipse
IDE; using the plugin the developer creates/updates the asset in RAGE Asset Repository within the
IDE, providing credentials and needed metadata.
The fourth scenario: Asset consumers can search for a game asset using full text or advanced
search, browse the repository, view assets metadata and download assets or artefacts for reuse.
Currently the repository is populated with the metadata of all currently developed Assets in
RAGE project.

8. Usage of the RAGE Metadata editor
The Metadata editor has been used for creating and maintenance of metadata records of game assets
designed and developed in the scope of the RAGE project. Here, we discuss the process of the
creation of metadata records for two assets – the “Player-centric rule-and-pattern-based adaptation”
asset and the “Real-time arousal detection using Galvanic Skin Response” (GSR) asset. The first
asset is built as a pure software component searching for a pattern or a rule in development of given
player’s metrics (such as performance registered while solving a game task) and using its occurence
for game adaptation purposes. In contrast with it, the second asset includes software artefacts plus a
cheap custom hardware device for measuring the GSR signal from particular player, which is applied
for inferring tonic and phasic arousal of the player. Documentation and artefacts of both the assets
have been published in GitHub, therefore the second scenario from the previous section was
followed. This scenario helps asset developers by harvesting artefacts and metadata from GitHub
and publishing them in the RAGE Asset Repository. Next, we had to check records created
automatically and to supply the additional metadata.
The RAGE Metadata editor provides a concise graphic interface for creation and update of an
asset’s metadata, which is structured into six sections (tabs) named Main, Classification, Status,
Solution, and Usage (Figure 4), followed by an additional section showing the whole record. Each
field (excluding names of taxonomy concepts, dates, and URL’s) can be multiplied by additional
fields of the same type providing the same content in languages other than English. Taxonomy
concepts are to be defined within the Classification context of asset, where the editor provides
embedded support of the Rage Taxonomy selector as shown in Figure 5. Taxonomy concepts
checked and confirmed in the selector appear automatically below the taxonomy field, and vice
versa. Multiple Classification contexts can be added and described by selection concepts from
various taxonomies regarding game engine/genre/platform, asset status and type, etc.

Figure 5. A partial view of the RAGE Metadata editor with Taxonomy Selector

Besides Classification, the tabs about Solution and Usage appear to be the heaviest sections of each
asset metadata. Within the Solution tab, we specify metadata about one or more artefacts regarding
an asset’s requirements (e.g. use cases and other diagrams), design, implementation, and tests; while
within the Usage tab we provide metadata about artefact(s) about installing, customisation and using
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the asset such as integration and configuration tutorials and physical asset elements. In addition, for
assets requiring a hardware component like the “Real-time arousal detection using GSR” asset, we
have to specify all of the metadata of the device. For both the Solution and Usage sections users are
able to add one or more custom metadata by specifying a key/value pair for each additional custom
record.

9. Scenario evaluation
This section presents the conclusions based on our observations of real users. An evaluation of the
usage scenarios was carried out by involving a group of 9 end users, viz. asset developers from the
RAGE project. Preliminary findings support the relevance of the repository system. Comments about
the first version of the repository and related client tools can be summarized as follows:
 Users can easily work with basic services such as searching, downloading or uploading assets
to the repository.
 Users need more specific instructions how to populate the repository with metadata.
 The metadata editor improves the process of populating the repository for users.
 Users encounter problems to identify the source of the information related to some of the
metadata fields, like keywords and others.
 There is a need to automate further the definition of metadata fields.
While the evaluation is preliminary and relatively informal initial response has been positive,
and confirms the viability of this first step within the RAGE Project. Although the overall conclusion
is that RAGE end-users accept the editor as a usable tool for entering their metadata, we did consider
that external technology developers who may wish to upload their components to the RAGE
repository, might be deterred by the complexity of the metadata and its documentation. In order to
arrive at a sustainable ecosystem with a continuous influx of new technology assets from external
parties, the metadata barriers should be as low as possible. Therefore, we designed and developed a
workflow guidance wizard, which facilitates a stepwise process of metadata entry, without the
requirement for extensive documentation. The wizard decomposes the process into 8 successive
steps along the most relevant parts of the RAGE metadata scheme (which is kept hidden). The 8
steps of the wizard are:
1. About (eight introductory metadata fields requiring general information, e.g. title,
description, etc.
2. Classification (six metadata fields requiring info about target platforms,
programming language, applied computing keywords)
3. Status (five metadata fields with info about the software version, version notes, commit
reference)
4. License (details about the licenses, conditions and potential restrictions)
5. Contacts (information about owners and creators)
6. Resources (six metadata fields with files or references to the software, documentation,
tests, etc.)
7. Quality (five metadata fields with information about the asset’s quality)
8. Submission (publishing the metadata in the repository)
A screenshot of step 1 of the wizard is presented in Figure 6.
Finally, we conducted a usability study of the asset creation wizard. We used three validated
measurement instruments for evaluating the usability of the Asset Creation Wizard, namely, a
System Usability Scale (SUS) [28], Form Usability Scale (FUS) [29,30], and the Usability Metric
for User Experience (UMUX) [31].
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Figure 6. Screenshot of the asset creation wizard
SUS is a well-validated and reliable questionnaire applicable to a wide range of software
systems. However, the questions in the SUS questionnaire are too generic to evaluate usability issues
specific to online forms. For this reason, we employed the FUS questionnaire, which was
specifically designed for evaluating the usability of online forms. While the SUS and the FUS
questionnaires provide overall scores of usability, the UMUX questionnaire was developed to
explicitly reflect the four separate components of usability as defined by ISO 9241- 11: efficiency,
effectiveness, satisfaction, and overall usability. An optional open input field to comment the answer
followed each question in the measurement instrument.
The SUS questionnaire consists of 10 questions. Responses are measured on a Likert scale
ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The overall score per participant ranging
from 0 to 100 with 50 as being neutral.
The FUS questionnaire consists of 10 questions. Validation of the questionnaire showed that
question 7 provides little discriminatory value and information gain [29, 30]. Therefore, the question
is excluded from our analysis. In our study, we used a 5-point Likert scale and removed the option
for skipping. We normalized the FUS score to make it comparable with the SUS score. The overall
score ranges from 0 to 100.
The UMUX questionnaire consists of four questions. The two questions regarding the
satisfaction and overall usability overlap with two questions from the SUS questionnaire. Therefore,
we have reused responses for the SUS questionnaire for evaluating these two usability components.
We used a 5-point Likert scale for the purpose of consistency across questionnaires. The overall
score is obtained by dividing the sum of four scores by 16 and then multiplying by 100.
In total, 15 asset developers participated in the study. They are members of the RAGE project
from eight different organisations. Each one was instructed to use the wizard for submitting the
metadata and artefacts of their game assets to the RAGE repository. All participants managed to
successfully complete their submissions. Participants were asked to address and complete the
questionnaire(s) after usage of the wizard.
The mean overall SUS score is 72.8 (SD=16.3, SE=4.2) where SD and SE are the standard
deviation and the standard error, respectively. This overall usability evaluation is positive. All the
participants with one exception positively evaluated the overall usability of the Wizard. The mean
scores for all questions except one are positive. The question with the negative mean score (M=1.7,
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SE=.3) is concerned with the frequency of using the Wizard. The negative score was anticipated as
the Wizard is projected to be used infrequently.
The mean overall FUS score is 65.7 (SD=16.0, SE=4.1). Overall the usability evaluation of the
Wizard is positive with room for improvement. Two participants negatively evaluated the overall
usability of the Wizard. The correlation between the SUS and the FUS overall scores is significantly
high (r(13) = .67, p = .006), which indicates that the FUS score is consistent with the benchmark
score of the SUS.
The mean scores for nine questions are positive. One question has a negative mean score
(Mean=1.9, SE=.3). The responses to this question indicates that the Wizard did not have sufficient
feedback to users for resolving unexpected problems.
Participants provided 34 (M=3.4, SE=.6) and 42 (M=4.2, SE=.7) comments to their responses in the
SUS and the FUS questionnaires, respectively. While overall usability scores are positive, the
number of comments indicates that there may be some specific issues in the Wizard that should be
further addressed. Finally, more comments in the FUS questionnaire indicate - as expected - that the
FUS questionnaire did capture the issues that are specific to online forms.
The mean overall UMUX score is positive (M=72.5, SD=16.7, SE=4.3). The distribution of the
overall scores also indicates positive evaluation with only one overall score being negative. The
correlation of the UMUX scores with the SUS scores is significantly high (r(13) = .88, p < .001).
The correlation of the UMUX scores with the FUS scores is significantly high as well (r(13) = .74,
p = .002). The results indicate that the evaluation of all three usability components (effectiveness,
satisfaction, efficiency) is positive. The Wizard is fit for purpose in managing metadata and artefacts.
The participants reported positive efficiency indicating that both the asset and metadata management
was fast and did not require substantial effort. Finally, the participants reported positive satisfaction
towards using the Wizard.
Further fine-tuning of the wizard and its accompanying instructions will be addressed in the
next version of the wizard software.

10. Workflow and Quality Assurance
The RAGE quality assurance processes are designed to encourage and support innovation and
agility. These processes are designed to be lightweight and easily implementable to encourage wide
engagement with the portal and expand use of the assets themselves.
Critical success factors for the software asset repository and the RAGE Eco-system is a rigorous
and robust, approach to Quality Assurance (QA). It is the aim of the RAGE project team to strike
an effective balance between; assuring the consistent integrity of the assets with easy to use, easily
implementable application and software quality criteria.
To ensure the quality of assets within the repository and in particular those contributed to the
portal by external Developers, who may not necessarily be familiar with the requirements and
workflows established within the RAGE project, users are guided within the asset manager and
metadata editor by an integrated widget, managed by system logic, to ensure version compatibility
and consistent code, metadata and documentation. The Quality metrics include the following selfevaluated statements:
 The metadata field (software version).
The RAGE project specifies the semantic versioning specification 2.0.0 (SemVer).
 The overall source code quality.
The RAGE project requires confirmation from developers that any submitted code
conforms to the specified RAGE architecture requirements. That the software uses
consistent code and is well documented using defined documentation guidelines. The
software is portable and avoids any platform specific calls. Also, a series of general code
review checks are undertaken.
 The software testing.
The software includes (unit) tests and has passed the required tests (and includes test
reports). The software includes a set of dummy data for testing, and uses a Continuous
Integration system. The software has passed (if applicable) load tests (and includes test
reports) and if applicable in-game performance tests (and includes test reports)
 The software manuals and documentation.
The software includes API and release documentation.
 The software includes the corresponding license this has been determined as the Apache
2.0 for original RAGE software assets. The software includes build and run instructions and
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documents all its dependencies and platform requirements. The asset provides clear
documentation referring to the originator and owner with contact details for support and
enquiry.
 Metadata.
That the software complies with RAGE metadata guidelines and schemas
 The non-software artefacts.
Asset promotional video and video tutorials with quick-start guides.
 Installation and user manuals are provided.
 Software testing reports are included in the asset with proof cases and authoring tools.
 An automated field of quality metrics.
Considering each of the other metrics above RAGE may define and publish an overall
quality metric that reflects assets completeness and conformity.
 Any other requirements (This includes such things as usability, fitness for purpose,
compatibility, packaging and integration.
Where practical and possible it is intended that the checks and balances defined in the Quality
assurance processes detailed above will be automated ; mindful that a positive user experience is
critical in supporting wider stakeholder engagement that and in underpinning the establishment of
a sustainable Eco-system.

11. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we presented a unique software architecture supporting the lifecycle of reusable
software components for applied gaming. We have built using the best practices as described in the
research literature, including RAS based asset repositories, metadata based educational repositories,
and game asset stores. The software architecture plays a pivotal role within the RAGE Ecosystem,
developed for the RAGE project and is considered of strategic significance for the applied gaming
domain.
The repository as the content core system of the RAGE Ecosystem allows for flexible design
and development of RAGE game assets and future search, packaging and exchange. The current
architecture guarantees both scalability and durability. It also provides a high level of flexibility
across different taxonomies and standards.
Future work is planned on improving the architecture by automating Quality Assurance services
and asset development workflows, harvesting of assets from external systems and stores, adding
social functions for making the work for developers more easy and natural, and for specific targeted
support for the gaming community. A provisional launch of the repository integrated in the RAGE
social platform is expected later in 2017.
The repository presented in this paper and the wide range of easy-to-use game technology
components that it will expose are an important measure to counteract the fragmentation of the
applied game industry.
The approach detailed holds the promise to help unite, interconnect, and harmonise the applied
game industry in Europe and will help further in establishing it as an authentic sub set of the wider
Games Industry.
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